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VST Barista Tamper – Use Guidelines 
 
FEATURES 
• An ergonomic synthetic rubber compression inlay for maximum comfort and to minimize high-volume fatigue. A 

precision-machined stainless steel tamper base with TrueTamp rings for a consistent and level tamp. 
• Adjustable handle height - four different handle heights to accommodate the operator's hand size.  
• A flat bottom, precision machined base – fits the VST Precision Filters to +/- 0.05mm accuracy. 
• Tamper base side wall height matches VST filter rim height when filled to design capacity, allowing the barista to 

quickly confirm by feel if proper weight has been dosed (see photos). 
• Anodized Aluminum handle provides a well-balanced, not a bottom heavy tamper.  

 
VST’s Barista Tamper is engineered to provide optimum results with VST Precision Filters. This quick-start guide provides 
a few tips to help you get the most from your VST Barista Tamper. 
 
Using the VST Barista Tamper 
 
Your Barista Tamper includes three stackable spacers that provide a 15mm range of 
handle length adjustment. 
 
The tamper comes with three height-adjustment spacers which provide four different 
handle heights. Simply unscrew the handle to install or swap the spacers. Generally 
speaking, people with larger hands will prefer a thicker spacer(s) while people with 
smaller hands may prefer a thinner spacer or no spacer at all. 
 

 
 
Hold the tamper as shown (left) so the grip is comfortable and that you can control the 
tamper easily. Your thumb and index finger tips 
should comfortably reach the edge of the 
tamper which should closely match the height of 
the edge of the VST filter rim when filled and 
tamped with the correct amount of ground 
coffee.  
 
 
 
 

Care 
Tampers with acetal plastic or anodized aluminum handles are all impervious to boiling water and common cleaning 
agents so can be washed or wiped as required. Do not clean in commercial dishwashers or any harsh or caustic 
chemical cleaners such as bleach or caustic soda, and do not allow any chemicals to dry on the tamper.  
 
The base can be unscrewed for cleaning if you wish, however once again a wipe with a damp cloth will remove any 
dried coffee residue. If you find the surface of either the base or handle has become damaged through hard use, we 
can arrange to have these restored for you. 


